Name of session______________________________  Date ____________________________

Please circle your response, using the following scale:

1: Strongly Disagree   2: Disagree   3: Neither   4: Agree   5: Strongly Agree   NA

The information presented met my expectations.  1   2    3      4       5      NA
The information was relevant to my needs.       1   2    3      4       5      NA
I am likely to apply the knowledge I gained today  1   2    3      4       5      NA
The PowerPoint was appropriate and useful.       1   2    3      4       5      NA
The handouts were appropriate and useful.         1   2    3      4       5      NA

What was the most beneficial aspect of today’s program?

Describe how you plan to implement the skills and knowledge developed in the workshop.

What aspects could be improved and how?

Any other suggestions or comments?

Name (optional) _______________________________________________

What other topics would you like the UBI to address?